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Stephen Hawking famously said:

„If we do discover a complete theory, it should in time be understandable in broad 
principle by everyone, not just a few scientists. Then we shall all, philosophers, 
scientists, and just ordinary people, be able to take part in the discussion of the 
question of why it is that we and the universe exist. If we find the answer to that, it  
would be the ultimate triumph of human reason — for then we would know the 
mind of God.“

We the people agree to science and have to draw a line:
If we do discover a complete theory, it should in time be understandable in broad 
principle by everyone, not just a few leaders. Then we shall all,  adam and eve, 
men and women, child and adult, black and white, believer and unbeliever, rich 
and poor,  chinese and american, norwegian and south-african,  muslim and christ, 
western world and islamic state, governments and citizens, nations and companies, 
heterosexual  and  homosexual,  weak  and  strong,  be  able  to  take  part  in  the 
discussion of the question of why it is that we fail to live as a healthy community 
on earth. 

If we continue to search for the mind of a God, our ecosystem,  this planet and this 
entire living universe we live “with” in entanglement and community and 

“wholeness”  will die. 

Prologue:
Greta Thunberg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nUb4MovqcBY
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-Draft under Construction-

Constitution of  

STATE OF SCIENCE and PARADISE ON EARTH

Declaration of universal  human and animal rights on  earth

Collective Intelligence Computed by AI on ToE 

A. Definitions of Scientific Process in Nations of Science

§ 1. Mathematics is our all  GOD the Father of Creation 
(Beauty – Art – free speach)

§ 2. Physics is the universal law of Gravitation that is OneLove, Unity and 
equal opportunity calculated with 12⋅π⋅c3

=1  and mc2
=0

§ 3. Desire is Our all  Holy Grail

§ 4. Bad Science  is the „Theoretical  Physics“ which is the process of 
„thinking“ about  Gravity (Reaction) (Black Hole) 
(representing  Death)

§ 5. Good Science is „Practical Physics“ that is the process of feeling and 
calculating (Action). It is  Theoretical Biology as it is „thinking“ about  „Action-
Reaction“ - Principle that is the Balance of Forces representing Nature and 
Healthiness, where action is the emotion while thinking is the reaction.
(Electromagnetism)  (White Hole) ( representing Life)

§ 6. Religion is Physics is OneLove is equal opportunity that must be free 
(Gravity)

§ 7. The universal rights for animals and human being is equal 
opportunity for every unguilty child that is a „Child of God“. We all have 
universal right to claim allowance to live a  unguilty live in balance with Nature 
in order to stay in Paradise or to enter Paradise and not fall for wrong sciences or 
staying guilty.
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B. Units and measurement in State of Sience

The second, symbol s, is the SI unit of time.It is defined by taking the fixed 
numerical value of the speed of light c when expressed in the unit s m-1 s: A 
second is the duration information needs to travel c meters. 

The metre, symbol m, is the SI unit of length. It is defined by taking the fixed
numerical value of the speed of light c when
expressed in the unit m s -1: A metre is the distance light travels in 1/c
seconds.

C. What we are and where we come from

Our Universe is  a „nonlocal“ Wholeness in which Everything and Everyone  is 
connected and acting and feeling as a Whole. If you close your eye and feel the 
universe, it is possible to „feel“ any other place and time in universe at the same 
time. 

We (human and animals)  are all child (girl or boy)  of a mother and a father here 
on earth. We are all son (no gender) of GOD (the Living Universe and the beauty 
of its mathematics) and there is no difference in gender in every human being on 
this earth and every animal being on this earth being a Son of GOD. By 
MATHEMATICS in the stars it was calculated your birth time and place on this 
earth.

The „circle of Life“ is a Transition from White Holes (Birth / emotion) - into 
Black Hole (death / thinking). It is the "Flow of time", the Holy Spirit and the gift 
of birth to walk this road God has in Mind for you and you don't need to "think" 
about the mind of God (Gravity), as God is thinking for all of us and his will is 
inscrutable.  You must only calculate your equal opportunity with Mathematics.

D. Keeping the place (earth) and our self clean and healty

In „GOD the Father“ (mathematics) you should trust if you want to enter the 
State of God / Science  (Paradise)
Religious (belief in  Phyiscs and Gravity) you must be (ONE Love)

Desire and Happiness is Theoretical Biology that you should practice to settle 
everlasting live on earth in Paradise (theoretical science to understanding women 
and men and society).
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The holy grail of Physics – the unguilty child of God - the white whole – the  
sexual being (unguiltyness = being not raped by others = your own personal 
universe) you must protect against all evil and  never loose him and  to be 
allowed to enter heaven and see the ligth. If you lost your holy grail, you must 
leave society (Paradise) until you did mental healing to get him back.

Those who act against the will of God (mathematics, beauty, art, free will) will 
stay in hell forever  after local death on earth  until end of days when our universe 
(GOD) turns into darkness (Black Hole Entering).

To keep the place comfortable for all of us, you should not use Nuclear Power, 
create electromagnetic Waves and other radiation as this is  „noise“ to all human 
and animals that try to be in balance wich nature. 

To keep the place comfortable for all of us, you are not allowed to use money  or 
any other symbol of property of energy or power. . As your right  is  to be in 
balance with nature, so your duty is to care about nature and  society of all of us. 
The „balance-sheet“ of your rigth and duty to use properties  of the state 
(community)  is calculated as „floating“ balance by the officers of the state.. This 
balance-sheet and transactions on it is transparent and can be looked up by 
everyone of the community for checkup. There is no property / ownership to 
individual, but only contracts for right of use of the individual in the balance-
sheet.

To keep the place comfortable for all of us, everyone has access to any 
„information“ stored in the network (cloud). So Everyone has access to your 
information stored in the network. There is no privacy in the cloud.  

The government of Paradise are the people. To their benefit there are as many 
state-officers (scientist) as necessary to calculate the actual balance-sheets and 
contracts for rights of use of properties as well as duties for this use of each 
member.

The governement (state-officers) is responsible to keep the allocation of 
ressources efficient and to keep the people healthy (happy)  by using democratic 
polls regarding law and regulation calculated and suggested by scientist. 
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E. What you must Love (practice):

You should not use of „me“ or „I“ to speak of you or  being  a son or a daugther 
of your personal mother or personal father.

You should  speak of „I an I“ to keep in mind that TWO Forces (men and 
woman) are in you and that we must calculate with the rigth Math (action-
reaction ( unified field /  q+q-) the will of GOD that is EQUAL OPPORTUNITY.

You should always consider  that emotion (positive Charge) lead to thinking 
(negative charge), where the Force inbetween is your desire.

You must remember always that one Force (against calculated will of nature) is 
unhealty for all of us where as the Force (in line with calculated will of nature) is 
healtiness for the collective all of us.

A single Son of God can save all of us, if it lead us all into the good side of the 
Force. A single Sneak can kill all of us, if she lead us into the dark side of the 
Force, and out of Paradise.

We must care, that all of us stay in Paradise to protect Paradise
Your are not allowed to use any other Physics or Pictures of Reality as
12 * pi * c ^3 = 1 for your calculation.

If you do so or if you are rape victim, you must leave Paradise (death penalty = 
setting out to the island of mental ill people) or do mental healing to be allowed 
to enter Paradise again. There is no prison or jail in Paradise, but only mental 
healing.
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The 5 Elements of State of Science

Full Version available in 2020.

Reference: Scientific GOD Journal Unified Principles of Nature
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1096121743/
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